
The Greenway follows the path of 
Bazalgette’s sewer system from Central 
London to Beckton taking in the Abbey Mills 
pumping station, which handles the entire 
sewage output of Sebastian Coe. Taking care 
to avoid photojournalists and filmmakers in 
search of ‘the real Olympics story’ this is a 
wonderful way to traverse London. 
Although it has disappeared from recent 
prints of the A-Z, access can still be gained 
via the Lea River or through the MOT repair 
hinterland of Pudding Mill Lane.

A metal turquoise sign marks the entrance 
from the Lea River; these signs dot the route 
and are constructed from old sewerage 
pipes. The path is straight and flat and 
therefore perfect for cycling. It stretches for 
over five miles and along the way it takes in 
the pumping station, East London cemetery, 
numerous burnt out motorcycles, Pakistani 

double glazing factories and scrap yards 
galore. and quite a few empty buildings, a sign 
that the great Olympic cleansing programme 
is underway. With them has gone much of 
the anti-Olympic graffiti though there is still 
plenty of spray can artwork to admire en 
route, especially alongside the sewer pipes at 
the pumping station itself. The path is broken 
briefly in Stratford by a busy main road but 
from there its plain cycling all the way, but of 
course one can stop to take in the delights 
of West Ham, Plaistow or The East London 
cemetery. These landmarks all have paths, 
which lead off the Greenway complete with 
cycle friendly barriers

Unfortunately the whole thing peters out like 
an England World Cup campaign. Once you 
have reached the famous Beckton Alps the 
path kind of disappears into Multiplex cinema 
hell. It’s a shame because it’s such an excellent 
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idea and offers a possible link to the isolated hordes that are being forced East as New Labour socially cleanses central London. If the Government are equally serious about alternative transport 
then extension of the Greenway into Essex would certainly be a start.
Rather than turn back home in despondency though an alternative cycling option is to take the second last turning off the Greenway and disappear into Silverton where one can accustom oneself to 
the surreal backdrop of the Tate and Lyle Factory as jets fly businessmen in from Frankfurt. It is possible to cycle along the tributary alongside the runway and East London University to Woolwich 
Bridge where one can follow the road all the way to the Woolwich Ferry. Free as a bird the ferry takes you across the water in one swift turn. 
Southside it’s a straight road to Maryan Park where a famous film was made.* One can see why it’s the world’s emptiest park though none the worst for it. From here one can cycle via the road 
(busy but straight) or try and negotiate the riverside walk to Greenwich. After an optional stop for refreshment at The Trafalgar Inn it’s a wobbly ride through the naval college to the foot tunnel 
where if you are in luck the lift will be working. Riding sidesaddle so as to keep within tunnel regulations, you arrive on the other side where the inevitable sight of a ramshackle Datsun Sunny will 
tell you are back in Tower Hamlets once more. From there it’s down to you. 

* Maryan Park is of course where Polanski shot his cult 1965 film ‘Get Swinging’ starring Terence Stamp, Una Stubbs and a young Jim Davidson. 
                Ask in The Film Shop  for more details.


